The voice signals of human are a type of acoustic signal that transfers the information about the message or word delivered in the form of speech. The speech of each person has its unique acoustic features. The statistical analysis of such features is critical to the speech recognition. Therefore, this paper aims to identify the speaker through statistical analysis of acoustic features of voice signals. First, the data collection method for speech samples was introduced, the voice signals were divided into three categories, namely, normal voice (NV), lower pitch (LP) and raised pitch (RP), and the effects of the LP and RP on speech were discussed. Then, a feature extraction method was coupled with several classifers to identify the LP and RP for speaker identification. Next, the MFCC, ΔMFCC and ΔΔMFC were adopted to extract the acoustic features. Finally, the proposed method was verified through a speaker identification experiment. The results show that our method can accurately capture the acoustic features of each speaker, and correctly differentiate between the NV, LP and RP. The research results are of great significance to speech recognition and speaker identificaiton.
INTRODUCTION
Speech communication is the basic mean of communication. Speaker identification in speech signal processing is a process to identify a particular person's voice for verification of identity. In the speaker, identification identifies the particular word or message who is speaking [1] . In speech signal processing, speech is classified into two categories as voice speech and unvoiced speech which depends on the vocal cords on speech in speech production technique [2] . Voiced speech produced when vocal cords inactive like /a/e/i/o/u/, unvoiced voice produced when vocal cords are inactive like /s/f/l/ these are produced only when vocal cords vibrate. Other classes of sounds are nasal sounds and plosive sounds. In this research work, the different speaker speaks the same string of words/sentences that deliver the same information but results are different in some dialect like length, pitch, frequency and oscillation [3] .
In this area of research speech signal processing that includes speech coding, speaker recognition, speech analysis and synthesis, speech enhancement, etc. The most important applications of speech identification are used in the forensic department for speaker identification in the speech recognition area as illustrated in Figure 1 .
This method mostly used in forensic speaker recognition in which determining individual speaker voice that is tracing in different physical moments. In the speech signals, speech recognition in different ways as for example speech recognition, language recognition and speaker recognition [4] . Speech recognition, recognize a particular text or word as for example "my name is Mahesh" means recognize a particular text. In language recognition, recognize a particular language as an example of English/Russian [5] . In the speaker recognition process, the identification of the speaker means that a particular sentence who is speaking. The detail recognition process is shown in Figure 2 .
In Figure 2 , this is shown the different steps of voice recognition. This paper is consisting of the speaker identification process that is marked in dotted lines that means a particular text/sentence deliver by a particular person [6] . In this research work, a normal voice (NV) is used for reference purpose and analysis of the voice tone of a speaker by different method lowered pitch (LP) and raised pitch(RP) [7] .
Calculation of acoustic analysis of different speech signals In non-electronic disguised methods there are some changes in the frequency spectrum of speech signal MFCC, ΔMFCC, and ΔΔMFCC coefficients are used to specify the frequencies spectral property of speech signal [8] . Identification of speaker and feature extraction are calculated by the MFCC, ΔMFCC, ΔΔMFCC of all types of speech signals [9] . The acoustic feature and its statistical moments, correlation coefficient, mean and are calculated for normal voice (NV) for reference purpose as well as raised pitch and lower pitch voice signal by MFCC algorithm [10] . Using this approach the mean value and the correlation coefficients are essential for identification of voice signal. In this approach, the mean value and the correlation coefficient are essential for the identification of all types of voice signals. The speaker identification task is segmented into two stages: training stage and testing stage. In the testing and training stage, speakers enroll by providing voice samples to the system [11] . A speech model is formed with the extraction of speakerspecific details from these voice samples of the speakers. In the testing stage, the system compares the speaker's normal voice with the lowered and raised voice to make a decision. Speech samples are taken in the form of normal voice, lowered pitch and raised pitch [12] . In the feature extraction technique, statistical analysis as mean and correlation coefficient of normal voice, raised pitch and lower pitch are determined [13] . The SVM classifier algorithms used for finding an acoustic feature included the normal voice feature and the raised and lower pitch features for each class of dataset based on testing data training data [14] . The database for training and testing purposes is made by collecting the voice sample of 20 male candidates by the Audacity tool [15] . It contains the normal voice and the raised and lowered pitch of the common speech text "my name is Mahesh Singh" for a duration of 3.5 sec.
This paper segmented as section-2 described the technique of speech sample group or data collection method, which explains the effect of raised and lowered pitch on speech. In section-3, the methodology used for identifying raised and lowered pitch for speaker identification by using a feature extraction method and classifiers. Section-4 uses MFCC, ΔMFCC, ΔΔMFC for extracting the acoustic features. In section 5, explains for speaker identification, each speaker has unique acoustic feature mean and correlation coefficients, which is tested by using the classifiers and express the comparative analysis between acoustic feature and statistical parameter of normal voice, raised pitch and lower pitch as well as performances of the classifier. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6. 
SPEECH SAMPLE COLLECTION TECHNIQUE
The voice sample collection for the database totals 20 students is selected for this research work the age between 20 to 25 years [16] . They deliver the common text in normal voice sample 'A'. Therefore lowered and raised pitch speech signals are used to create the second portion of data set such as; 'B'. The common text voice sample was recorded by audacity recording tool with 32-bit quantization, 8 KHz sampling rate into .wav file and mono [17] .
All recorded voice samples 'A' are inserted as input to the database system for identification purpose and speech samples of 'B' are used as voice samples for the training and testing purpose. A sample of voice against the speech "my name is Mahesh Singh" is shown below in Figure 3 . For speaker identification taking the voice of common speaker at different physical conditions like normal voice, raised pitch speech sample shown in Figure 4 and lower pitch voice sample shown in Figure 5 for experimental purpose [18] .
In all figure shows that the speech signal is a time-varying signal in which speech signal varying all instant of time. In a text-dependent speech identification system that has the information of the text that is to be delivered by a speaker. Problem statement for designing a system to the identification of a speaker in different pitch as usual shown in above Figure 4 and Figure 5 . for lower pitch and raised pitch [19] . 
METHODOLOGY USED FOR FEATURE EXTRACTION
The speaker identification system identifies the speaker particular information based on their recorded voices to the identification or verification of an unknown speaker. For identification of speaker, a lot of identification process is now used for speaker recognition field. This system used a verification tool for verification of an unknown speaker [20] . The speaker's particular information is being generated by the rapid change in a different features of the speech production technique. In Figure 6 below shows the specific block of the speaker identification system.
The speaker identification process aims to extract the features of speakers that content from the speech signals. It is used for identification, security and for confidential purposes. This technique makes speaker identification works are represented into two stages: the testing stage and training stage, as represented in Figure 7 .
In the stage of training, speakers enrolled by providing a speech sample to the respective system. In the speech, signal models are formed by the feature extraction of speaker particular details that are derived from the voice samples of all speakers.
In the stage of testing, the testing system compares with the speaker's voice with the help of the speech signal model of all speakers to make a decision through SVM Classifier [21] . Acoustic feature extraction used in speaker identification is divided into statistical analysis, spectral analysis and parametric transformation [22] . The extraction of the feature of a speech signal used the Mel-cepstral coefficient, which is an alternative approach for acoustic feature extraction. Mathematical analysis of acoustic feature extraction of the speech signal and calculation of statistical moments are as follows also shown through the block diagram in Figure 8 . In this paper, two different types of acoustic feature coefficients are calculated. One of them the mean En of each MFCC feature coefficients. Vn is extracted and then the correlation coefficients ′ among different MFCC features and are calculated as given below = ( ) ; = 1,2, … … .
(2)
The resultant value of the and ′ are used together to indicated the arthmetical moment of MFCC vectors as described in below equation: = ( 1 , 2 … . . , 12 , 13 , … … −1 ) (4)
As well as, the arithmetical coefficients of delta MFCC ( ∆ ) and double delta MFCC( ∆∆ ) are determined. Finally, by combining , ∆ and ∆∆ an statistical moment K is created, which is given as:
The speech that is dependent on the text of speech signals has previous information concerning the text that is spoken by different speakers. This methodology based on, a textdependent speaker identification method used [10] . It could be explained as the identical feature tendency of original voice and acoustic feature coefficients of the nonraised and lower pitch disguised voice [7] .
Support Vector Machine (SVM)
SVM classification technique is based on an algorithm that is using non-linear mapping techniques to convert the normal voice training component into a larger dimension measurement. The SVM classification techniques are based on a supervised learning mechanism, that required testing and training dataset before to classification. The SVM classifier receives a series of the dataset and calculated every information as input and next it divided into two promising classes [2] . In SVM classification techniques testing and training, datasets are used to remove the fault function that is analyzed as
y n (u T θ + a) ≥ 1 − μ n and μ n ≥ 0, n = 1,2, … … … N (7) where, ′ ′ is denoted as constant, ′ ′ denoted as capacity coefficients, ′μ′ denotes as handling constant, ′ ′ represent the vector coefficient shown in Figure 9 . 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
After calculating all these steps for each speaker, the acoustical feature set and its statistical moments can be obtained for each speaker by calculating mean value through the MFCCs feature extraction also calculate the statistical mean by delta and double delta MFCCs. Table-1 represents the MFCC mean value of normal voice (NV), raised pitch(RP) and lower pitch(LP) respectively. Table 1 shows that the mean values calculated from the feature extraction techniques by MFCC of 20 speakers normal voice as well as raised pitch and lower pitch speech respectively. In the table shown that every and individual speaker's voice have unique acoustical features. It helps us to the identification of an unknown speaker from known speakers. From the analysis of the mean result with the previous result, it is shown that the feature extraction from the MFCC technique is better performance from the existing result. Another acoustic feature calculation result calculated as the correlation coefficients from the MFCC acoustic analysis. The results are shown in Table 2 .
The identification of the speaker from raised and lower pitch contains a training level and a testing level. The training level of the speech sample, the speech dataset, that is calculated off the normal voice as well as raised and lower pitch speech model is represented. The calculated feature vectors from the calculated statistical coefficients of the original voice dataset along with the raised and lower pitch voice used for testing and training purposes. From the lower and raised is used as the testing component to test and training features from SVM classifier in the classification of the voice whether a training voice is raised the pitch, lower pitch and normal voice identify a speaker if his voice is raised the lower pitch. The calculated database that is consists of the 60 voice samples included the original voice raised the pitch and lower pitch shown in Figure 10 . Thereafter, the database is randomly divided into two adjacent parts: 20 normal voice sample segments of 20 speakers and 40 voice sample segments from the raised pitch and lower pitch. Resulting, the 40 voice samples consist of 20 raised pitch and 20 lowered pitch voices sample is considered. Out of 40 samples, 27 are identified as the normal voice for a training class and 13 samples are used for testing class. For each and every disguising methodology, the efficiency of voice classification is calculated by SVM classifiers. The results are shown below in Table 3 . Figure 11 . SVM classifier detection rate Figure 11 showns the classification result through the SVM classification techniques, that gives the best result. Plot the result of the raised pitch the classification result is (77.70 %) with the position of the original voice as well as lowered pitch (59.29 %) of voice identification rate. SVM has significantly higher identification rates. This result shows the SVM could be conflicting with some other evaluation relating to SVM. Here the advantage of SVM is shown the above learning algorithms as it has achieved a better accuracy result of 77.70 percent for raised pitch and 59.29 percent for lowered pitch.
CONCLUSION
In this research work is a progressive process to generate a system to find the hidden speaker's identity at different physical changes in their voice. This will be done by using different features extraction method of speech like MFCC, delta MFCC, double delta MFCC method. Thus, our research work is to extract some important information from raised and lowered pitch speech signals to identify the speaker of normal voice and other changes of voice tone. It would be shown that the identification of a speaker even if his/her voice changes with different physical conditions. Future studies of this, it would result in the enhancement of the set of data to achieve better diversity for the purpose of training and testing of speakers. The study and analysis of the acoustic features may result in a better system having a higher accuracy rate.
